Cabinet Updates
Samuel Ellis, President

GTPD Meeting
- Largest citizens academy ever upcoming
- Mental health transports
- Voucher system with a cab company
- GTPD covers costs and rarely transports themselves
- Some transports from Flag (CARE or Counseling referral)
  - Protocol in place to protect privacy of student
- Student Life call center for VOICE and Dean on Call
  - Has physical infrastructure for a non-dispatch employee to take calls
  - Chief Connolly will work with Kasey on filling that desk

SCPC Meeting
- SCPC President wants to improve SGA-SCPC relationship
  - Will be helping with a proposal to take funds from GI through Kelly Fox rather than off top of SAF
- Thursday GT Athletic Association BoT Meeting
- Friday USG SAC 8am-5pm

Ajanta Choudhury, Executive Vice President

- Met with Anne Jannarone (ODS Director) last Friday. Some key takeaways:
  - 1500 students are registered with ODS. Their testing center holds 7 people at a time, and they expect to do ~8000 exams this year.
  - Greatest needs they have: more coordinators (requested 1 in FY23 budget request, but 2-3 more would be helpful) and more space (for office and testing center)
  - When I asked her about any policies/practices that have been a pain point, Anne mentioned that more specific policy on exam format (and ensuring that it's accessible) could be helpful
  - Asked her about students who have ADHD/ADD and who aren't receiving accommodations - she said ODS can provide provisional accommodations.
  - Also, re: RCLD - Atlanta center is the smallest and receives the most appointments. Moving forward, want to try and find a way to waive/cover RCLD $500 exam costs
  - PTS does policy re: ODS transport vehicles. David Crikes is the ODS Stingerette Coordinator
Misc:

- rescheduled meeting with Bryan for this week
- Mihir and I met with Dr. Bradley & Dean Ray last Wednesday to discuss Campus Christie Health
- CPSM is doing a Women of GT design to celebrate 2022 being the 70th anniversary of women attending GT. Allison & I have been invited to one of their design meetings tmrw

John Graves, JVP of Finance

Joint Finance Committee

- Allocations
  - Last week: $78,561.42
- Special JFC session Wednesday
- FY23 Budget
  - Budgets are submitted
  - We will be setting up review session time slots in the next few weeks

MSFAC

- Student Activity Fee presentation week of November 8th
- Data requests for SOFO
- Policy/Procedure Issues
- Meeting with GT Legal to learn more about the process to modify policy and procedure
- UHR stuff
- JFC meeting minutes polished and uploaded
- Need to write bill for JFC member approval

Megan Dass, JVP of IT

- Cleaning up styling for the syllabus repo on Course Critique (should be up soon)
- Redefined timeline + goals for ResearchHub with new team leads
- Made some keyword adjustments to Reddit crawler
- Added UHR reps to the SGA website
- 4 polls to be sent out tomorrow at 9:30 AM
- New contact form is up on SGA website

Allison Vermaak, JVP of Infrastructure and Sustainability

Campus Safety Walk:

- 5:30 on Friday!
- Tabling tomorrow at CULC 11-3, CRC 5-8

Green Network
• 35 members- goal is to get 60 by the end of the week
• Post on insta, Reddit, GSGA communications stuffs

Residence hall recycling:
• Finalized flyer to send out to RHA
• Need to schedule a meeting with them

Greeks go green
• Meeting with IFC on Wednesday (just Mitchell and I)

0 waste Game days:
• Meeting with OCS and OSWM Wednesday
• Meeting with GT Athletics Friday
• TRAGIC recycling situation at hoco

MISC:
• Met with the CRC director about 0 waste game day
• Talked about potential project spaces and advocacy
• Paper and Clay interim location at Emory?

Rohan Sohani, VP of Academic Affairs

Career Fair Shift
• in discussions

OIE issue
• following up on reddit!

Bridgette Davenport, VP of Campus Services

PTS:
• Updated the PTS website to reflect current parking pass buying periods
• Working on the updated rules & regs mock up to show PTS student perspective + updated tech features (like a map of where you can park based off your permit)
• Mid-November launch
• Waiting on GT Starter Bikes proposal but based off feedback from admin, looking to take this initiative a lot further - will keep updated after get more guidance from Kasey

Dining:
• Sushi available (starting today) at The Dive, Whistle Bistro, Wreck Stop & Wreck Stop Express
• Will be available at dining halls on a rotation starting next week
• Looking to add 10-12 new vendors (pop-ups and food trucks) in the Spring with a focus on dietary restrictions (like more vegetarian and gf focused)

Aux Services:
● All dining locations now accept Apple Pay & Google Pay

Anika Gouhl, VP of Communication

● newsletter by this Friday: comment if you want anything specific mentioned
● executive review due this Wednesday so i can format —> to technique
● call for community artists @Grace Swift can i push this to wed?
● promo for the ethics white paper
● promo for campus safety walk @Allison Vermaak Tuesday morning preferably
● working on cab photos- if you know a talented student photographer, lmk bc the professionals are booked up
● fill out your availability [here](#)

Grace Swift, VP of External Affairs

● Working to collect artists for Community Arts Fair
  ○ Comms posting things about it tomorrow, everyone please repost
Hawks Night
● Rupkatha has the tickets on the Hawks app
● Working to get University Tickets going so we can collect money from people
Fridge
● Repackaging event on Nov 7th
● GTPD meeting later this week to talk about survey results

Zizi Ohamadike, VP of Operations

Special Projects Form
● creating a form for individuals to submit special project ideas
Feedback form
● created a feedback form for cabinet, it is pinned to the cab channel on slack

Mental Health First Aid Training: Nov 20th
● Please let me know if you will be there by the end of this meeting
● Cab office hours - sign up!
● Executive Review: DUE WEDNESDAY NOV. 3

Derek Huell, VP of Student Life

● ACC Unity Week
● Coffee with a Cop
- Collab w/ SAAB
- Callaway Plaza
  - November 2nd - 8:30 AM - 10:30 AM
- Safe Space: A Conversation w/ Cops
  - NPHC/MPC/SGA Collab
  - November 9th
- Previous Logistics and flyers (need to be updated with new date)
- Next Campus Organization Roundtable
- Arts/Campus Orgs Committees Collab
  - Arts Focused - November

**Mihir Kandarpa, VP of Well-Being**

**Mental Health**
- Ajanta and I finished up the project summary for Well-being Comms. Reaching out to students this week to join the project!
- Talking with Dr. Hughes-Troutman regarding the recent concerns with not being seen by CARE in a timely manner (students believe they're in crisis and are frustrated that they aren't prioritized)
- Mental Health Committee
- Reaching out to GTPD, GTCC, and CARE for the well-being safety report
- Scrapped the Mental Health Monday's initiative

**Public Health**
- PH Chairs and I are working with Dining Chair on a new nutrition initiative in Dining Halls
- Members of PH Committee still discussing initiatives they're interested in
- Met with Joi last week to discuss areas of collaboration between PHC and HI. PHC planning on having a public health fair in the spring to help students know what public health looks like at GT and the resources/opportunities we have. SMILE and HI will collaborate on finals encouragement bags.

**Sexual Violence**
- JSVAC is working on a slew of new initiatives
- Policy Team - meeting with Stamps to improve intake process for survivors (project restarted from last year). Members are researching what other universities do to support students that need to use health centers on weekends
- Advocacy team - Working with VOICE to increase Greek Life training and focus on sexual assault prevention.
- Resources team - working on a graphic for DVAM (Skanda should be posting it in the next 2 days). One member is prepping a survey on sexual violence resources. Still going to put up the JSVAC Sexual Misconduct Manual
Other Updates
- Ajanta and I met with Dean Ray and Dr. Bradley to discuss telehealth. Sending out a survey to SGA members asking if they used Thrive @ GT
- Upcoming
  - Wednesday —> Status update meeting with Mike Shannon to discuss the Well-being & Safety Report and GT EMS
  - Thursday —> JED SP&C Meeting
  - Friday —> Meeting with Kara Dees (Grad VPSL) and Grad SL Committee to discuss how we can work together on well-being comms and other well-being initiatives
  - Reaching out to a potential Well-being Policy Development Committee Chair to see if the Committee can get to work this semester in drafting a H+W Policy for USGA.
    - House Leadership, might need an assist in getting members

Rohan Rege, Speaker of the House
- UHR Meeting tomorrow
- Still need one more appointment for JFC.

Select Committees
- Plan on tasking TEIC with what Sohani mentioned earlier
- Reach out to me if you want to talk to anyone on select committees, they would love some exec guidance

Recruitment
- keep spreading the word!! woohoo
- on the way to goal

---

Important Dates, Deadlines, or Announcements

Next Cabinet Meeting: November 8, 2021 at 7:30 pm
- Fill in UHR Slides
- Mental Health First Aid Training: Nov. 20, 2021
- Keep up with Cab office hours schedule
- Let Zizi know about your QPR & Safe Space training status

---

Meeting Adjourned